Manufacturing Assemblers, Bassano
Our Company
Gentherm Global Power Technologies (GPT) is the world’s leading manufacturer and
distributor of Thermoelectric Generators (TEG’s) and a leading supplier of Remote Power
Systems. The Company’s products are used extensively in the oil and gas industry as well
as for telecommunications, security and surveillance and military applications. With sales
into 50 countries, GPT has been providing reliable solutions for critical remote power
applications around the world since 1975.

Job Purpose
Reporting to the Production Manager, this position will be responsible for assembly standard
products such thermoelectric generators and various components.

Key Responsibilities and Duties










Organization and execution of build plans to allow the delivery of complete, correct,
tested systems ready to ship to customer, as per agreed schedule.
Execution of testing processes, responsible for their correctness and continued
improvement.
Identify all requirements (tools, training, space, etc.) for assigned orders.
Support QA (inspections, audits, non-conformance reporting/correction).
Complete and correct execution of process documentation.
Provide feedback to Engineering Primes on manufacturability of systems.
Ensure that all required test results and documentation are provided to respective
parties.
Sequester Engineering support directly as required.
Support the development/improvement of RACI (Responsibility, Accountability,
Consulting, and Information) process on behalf of production.

Qualifications and Skills







2+ years of assembly experience in a manufacturing environment is required.
Post-Secondary Education in a mechanical or electrical discipline is preferred.
Mechanically inclined with the ability to read technical drawings.
Ability to recognize design issues during assembly process.
Understanding of multi-level bills of materials is required.
Ability to lift up to 50 lbs.
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What We Offer
At Gentherm Global Power Technologies we care about the personal job satisfaction of our
employees. We recognize the wide variety of factors that contribute to this satisfaction and
encourage work life balance. Along with competitive compensation and benefits packages,
we offer a respectful work environment, one which provides our employees with valuable
learning experiences and career growth opportunities.

To Apply
Please submit your resume and cover letter to HR@gentherm.com quoting the job title in
the subject line and tell us why you are the best candidate for the job. We thank all
applicants for their interest, however due to the volume of anticipated applications, we will
be responding only to those candidates who are shortlisted.
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